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ABSTRACT
A Demand Response (DR) program can only be effective if it offers
to users the proper incentives to participate and thus to modify their
energy consumption patterns. In this paper, we focus on DR for
residential environments. We propose a learning algorithm that
helps the energy provider explore iteratively and discover for each
user the minimum acceptable incentives that can motivate him to
participate in DR on the basis of DR participation history and of
profiling information possibly available. The provider can thus
allocate incentives in the way that ensures the highest participation
rate with the least possible total incentives, even when little
information is available. We also deal with assessing, by means of a
simple model, the effect of the provision of recommendations on
users’ participation in DR. We evaluate our algorithms for
incentives’ allocation and learning by means of simulations. Our
results reveal interesting insights on the impact of profiling
information on the allocation of the incentives for DR. The
proposed algorithms and the environment implemented, when fed
with appropriate values for certain parameters, can be employed to
provide approximate evaluation of the performance of DR in
practical cases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
DR programs constitute an efficient way to alleviate the peak
demand problem in smart electrical-power grids. They encourage
electricity end-users to adjust their consumption in response to DR
events and signals issued by the energy provider. DR programs have
been implemented both in industrial and commercial environments.
Their successful penetration, particularly in the residential sector,
can result in considerable savings, due to the fact that such
environments account for a large portion of the total energy
demand. However, the real success of such programs depends on
offering adequate incentives for the participation and timely
response of users to DR events, especially for critical peak rebate
DR programs. Results from DR pilots indicate that the level of
discomfort/inconvenience caused to users during a DR event due to
modifications in their consumption pattern is a key factor that
shapes DR participation; e.g. see the work of project WATTALYST
available in [1] and references therein. In principle, users are
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assumed to follow a particular consumption pattern according to
their preferences. To be encouraged to participate in DR, energy
providers offer various types of incentives to compensate users for
the inconvenience caused to them. However, estimating the
appropriate amount of the incentives needed to engage them to
actively participate in DR is considered a major challenge. This is
due to the type and amount of information that is necessary for the
provider to carry out such an estimation, particularly information
relating to demographic and consumption characteristics, such as
profile of the household, its total consumption or consumption at the
appliance level etc. The analysis of users’ consumption patterns to
obtain such information is a critical issue. Any request for reduction
and/or shifting of power load in order to be successful should be
consistent with the type of loads arising in each household, i.e. with
the appliances used by each user and the constraints imposed by
their operation. This of course implies that the provider, in order to
acquire more detailed information on appliance usage and
preferences, either employs the appropriate equipment, additionally
to the smart meters, e.g. appliance level meters, or invests in
different non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) or load
disaggregation systems and algorithms. These algorithms allow for
the derivation of detailed information on appliance usage from data
on the total consumption that is collected by a smart meter [2] and
also for avoiding the additional cost of installing new infrastructure
in both the provider and the user sides. While this profiling grants
for a better and at once realisation as well as for a possibly accurate
assessment of users' participation probability, users cannot be
obliged to participate in DR and modify their consumption patterns,
but can only be incentivized to reduce or defer consumption. The
importance of incentives for successful DR programs is recognized
and in fact has motivated several theoretical works in the literature;
e.g. [3] deals with a similar problem with that addressed in the
present paper. In this context, we propose a learning algorithm that
helps the provider discover how to allocate DR incentives to ensure
the highest participation rate (even when little information is
available) while offering the least possible total incentives for
achieving this participation rate.
Our algorithm utilises the available information in order to discover
for each user the minimum acceptable incentives that motivate him
to participate in DR. Indeed, to stimulate users’ participation and/or
incite them to follow the provider’s requests for load curtailment or
shifting, the provider is willing to dedicate a budget for providing
incentives. In essence, the provider offers each user a
reimbursement for his inconvenience in the form of monetary
incentives. We assume that the provider aims to achieve the highest
participation rate, which may amount to 100%. We develop a
learning approach aiming to iteratively explore and exploit at the
same time (in successive DR events) which incentive to offer in the
next event based on the current estimates of users’ participation
probability, so that the highest participation rate is achieved and the
least possible incentives for achieving this participation rate are
offered by the provider. In fact, in the course of this process the
provider may prefer to choose attaining a lower DR participation
rate if this is considered more beneficial for him, e.g. according to

the required number of users participating in DR (or to the load that
should be curtailed) or to the trade-off between the participation
achieved and the total incentives offered. We also develop a simple
model to study the impact in users’ participation of
recommendations. The recommendations are based on the
information about users' consumption patterns and can address
either the total consumption or the consumption of specific
monitored appliances in each household. The evaluation of our
work is done by means of simulations. To this end, we also develop
a parameterized environment, which (when fed with appropriate
values for certain parameters) can be employed for the approximate
evaluation of DR performance in practical cases.

2. RELATED WORK
From the very broad literature on DR, our work is related mainly to
learning of the DR incentives that should be offered per user and to
a smaller extent to non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM). The
literature on NILM is already extensive; e.g. see [2] (which was one
of the first related articles), and [4] and [5] for some recent works.
In this paper, we do not develop an approach for NILM, but we deal
with how the provider can benefit from knowledge of consumption
data (obtained through NILM) and/or profiling information in order
to design more effective DR programs and allocate efficiently the
DR incentives’ budget. Regarding learning of the necessary DR
incentives, [3] develops a related Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB)
approach. The objective of that work is very similar to ours.
However, in our work we only do learning without resorting to
MAB, since at each DR event we offer some incentive to each of
the users. Moreover, both in the model of [3] and in ours the user is
characterized by a minimum incentive parameter, referred to as cost
per unit reduction in [3]. The authors of [3] assume that the DR
participation probability of a user is fixed provided that the offered
incentive exceeds this threshold, while it equals 0 otherwise. In our
model we assume that this probability varies with the incentive
offered to the user according to a sigmoid function; see equation (3).
In this paper, we develop a methodology for an energy provider to
exploit already available profiling data in order to dynamically
discover for each user the minimum monetary incentives that should
be offered to him to participate in DR, as well as to assess the
impact of recommendations. These are proposed to users based on
knowledge extracted from load disaggregation methods, or simply
from profiling based on demographic data (see below). Thus, our
methodology offers the provider a way of exploring a set of possible
incentive allocations to choose from, each of which ensures specific
levels of participation attained by offering the minimum total DR
incentives using also the available profiling information. Our
learning algorithm is iterative; each iteration corresponds to a DR
event with simultaneous exploration and exploitation. Our
methodology can be easily modified into a budget-limited problem,
whereby the budget constraint is satisfied in all iterations.

3. THE MODEL
Consider a set of users (and corresponding households) that are
served by a single energy provider and are eligible for participation
in DR. Each user ∈ is characterised by i) a set of demographic
characteristics, e.g. size of family, age, etc., ii) a consumption
pattern, which is formed according to his needs and preferences and
iii) the price of electricity. To simplify our analysis, we assume that
each user ∈ can only belong to one of two categories, to which
users are categorized on the basis of the above profiling
information; the categories are i) elastic ( ), those who are willing
to modify their consumption in order to benefit from a discount
and/or reduced energy prices and ii) inelastic ( ), those who are
reluctant to participate in a DR program. How exactly this

categorization is done, falls beyond the scope of our work.
Therefore, the provider should offer a higher incentive to inelastic
users than to the elastic ones in order to engage them in DR if this is
necessary due to the load that should be curtailed. To model user
response to the incentives offered for DR, we assume that for each
user there is a minimum incentive value
, , that triggers the
user to participate in DR, yet not always, as explained later in detail.
Moreover, for each user belonging to category , = {1,2}, this
minimum incentive is drawn separately from the uniform
distribution in the interval
, , = {1,2}, which is the same for
=
all users in , = {1,2}, while its expected value equals
=
. If the provider knows the classification
,
of users by means of profiling information, then he can offer
to each category , =
initially a different DR incentive
{1,2}. All users of are then offered
, which is expressed as
=

(1),

∗

where the parameter is an economic scaling factor that is used to
relate the initial incentives to the average of the minimum incentive
per category. This case is henceforth referred to as Approach 2. If
the provider does not know the classification of users, then he is
assumed to offer the same initial incentive to all users. This case is
referred to as Approach 1. However, even under Approach 1, we
take that the provider does have an estimate of the average
of
the minimum incentive over both categories (e.g. by means of some
profiling or historical information regarding user DR behaviour),
∑

∗

, where =
+
is the total
which in fact equals
number of users. Although this assumption is non-trivial, it is
employed so that the provider makes a meaningful choice of initial
incentives offered per user. Alternatively, if the provider does not
have any estimate of the average
, then he can start with an
arbitrary value of the initial incentives and employ the learning
by the
algorithm as is. Thus, in our model, after scaling
economic factor , the provider offers the following initial incentive
to all users of both categories:
=

∗

=

∗

∑

∗

(2).

We have assumed that
, , expresses the elasticity of users and
in association with the incentives offered, this parameter can be
used for the assessment of users’ participation probability. In
particular, when the incentive exceeds
, , the participation
probability of this user should be close to 1; of course, the larger
the incentive, the higher the participation probability. On the
contrary, when the incentive is lower than
, , this probability
should be close to zero. Moreover, when provider gives
recommendations to the user, the participation probability is
considered to be higher than when no recommendations are used.
Indeed, for a given amount of incentives a successful
recommendation facilitates the user’s planning of the consumption
schedule based on the proposed reduction. Thus, the user can
achieve the corresponding DR objective more easily and therefore
more often than in the case when no recommendation is given. In
the sequel, we assume that the participation probability of the users
is given by the following formula:
(

)

(3)
∗
)
+ (
The parameter
accounts for the fact that the maximum
participation probability is higher in the case when
recommendations are offered. It is assumed to take the indicative,
=

(

)

values = 1 and = 0.8 for DR programs with and without
recommendations respectively. These values are considered as
representative of the positive impact of recommendations in the DR
participation probability, The parameter
is the ratio of the
incentive to the elasticity parameter of this user ∈ , i.e. =
, where the variable
varies according to the
,,

approach implemented in each case. Therefore, the participation
probability given by equation (3) has a sigmoid shape with a
considerable increase from low to high values when the incentive
offered to a user exceeds his elasticity parameter
, , . We
choose to multiply − 1 in the exponent by 5, as the resulting
curve is steep but not very much, meaning that the participation
probability does not increase or decrease very sharply. We have not
taken
, , as a strict threshold, to allow for some uncertainty in
user participation. However, we still refer to this parameter as the
minimum incentive.

4. EFFECTIVE INCENTIVE ALLOCATION

We present below three approaches = {1,2,3} each following a
different strategy for providing incentives. The third approach is a
learning algorithm aiming to assist the energy provider in deducing
information about users’ preferences in a dynamic manner and thus
increasing the participation rate, by effectively allocating the
incentives to be offered. The purpose of this algorithm is to grant
the provider with additional knowledge concerning the trade-off
between the amount of money used for incentives and the DR
participation that can be achieved accordingly. We distinguish two
cases with regard to the exploitation of the available information in
the implementation of DR. In the first case, the provider applies a
DR program without offering any recommendations on the actions
to be taken by the users, while in the second case utilising the
knowledge originating from the load disaggregation and profiling
the provider offers recommendations regarding the load
curtailment/shifting of certain of the appliances deduced, with the
aim to examine to what extent the introduction of such
recommendations leads to better results on user participation.
Overall, the basic idea of the algorithm is to gradually exploit the
available information in order to attain an efficient participation rate
in conjunction with an efficient incentives allocation scheme. The
approaches begin with the minimum information available to the
provider. After each approach, the provider is assumed to enrich his
knowledge of the monetary incentive preferences of each user, so
that the maximum participation rate is achieved.

4.1 DR without recommendations
In this section, we consider the deployment of DR program without
any recommendation and we run three distinct approaches.

4.1.1 Approach 1: DR with a single unified incentive
In this approach we consider that any prior information about the
participation of users is either unknown to the provider, or ignored.
Hence, the implemented DR program utilises the incentive defined
in (2). The objective of the provider is to extract knowledge of the
users’ elasticity from their participation. After the DR program is
executed, the provider identifies the set of users that participated in
=
DR as , ⊂ and estimates the total participation rate
⁄ .

4.1.2 Approach 2: DR using participation information
and common incentive per category
Suppose that the provider by leveraging the demographic
characteristics of users and the participation information from the
previous approach generates better users’ profiles with regard to
their elasticity characteristics. Thus, utilising this information, the

provider deploys DR offering to each category the same incentive
as in (1). In this case, we denote as , the set of users that
participated in the DR and as
the participation
, =
, ⁄
rate for each category. The total participation rate equals
=
∑
, ⁄ .
Table 1. Mining the minimum threshold

,,

for

=

Step 1: Define the initial incentive to be offered either according to
Approach 1 or according to Approach 2.
Step 2: Sort all users (Approach 1) and users in each category
(Approach 2) in ascending order of
,, .
For each iteration :
Step 3: Examine users one by one (for more details refer to the text
of Subsection 4.1.3).
Step 3a: Reduce the incentive value for each of the participating
−
users by :
, , , =
Step 3b: Increase the incentive value for each of the non+ ′
participating users by :
, , , =
Step 4: Set
,, =
, , , and mark user as “Discovered”.
The algorithm terminates, when changes in the
, , , ∀ = {1,2}
do not affect users’ state, i.e. users do not change from participating
to non-participating.
Step 5: Compute for each category = {1,2} the percentage of
, ,
participation
and total participation rate
, , =
,

∑

, ,

, where
, , =
participated in the DR.

, ,

is the set of users that

4.1.3 Approach 3: Effective incentive allocation using
learning of customized incentives
This approach can be defined as an extension of both the first and
the second approach. We refer to them as Approach 3.1 and 3.2
respectively. The provider utilises the rate of participating users as
input. The aim is to extract information concerning the minimum
incentive
in a dynamic way and employ
, , of each user ∈
it in a subsequent DR event. In particular, the approach consists of
independent runs, each corresponding to a DR event. (The first
iteration is essentially an execution of either the first or the second
approach.) We introduce two parameters and ′ that denote the
amount of decrease and increase in the incentives offered. Their
values are chosen to be quite small and fixed, so that there is limited
dispersion of the resulting incentive values to be offered between
the participating and non-participating users with similar values of
, , . Table 1 describes briefly the steps followed. In particular,
given the outcomes of the previous approaches as starting points, at
each subsequent , the provider sorts the set of users (and in each
category) in ascending order, so that users with the lowest
thresholds to be investigated first, and the total amount of money
spent to not increase rapidly. Then he reduces (resp. increases) the
amount of incentives by to the participating users resp. (resp. ′ to
the non-participating users). Reducing gradually the incentive of the
users that participated in the first and second approach resp. allows
for exploring (learning) their minimum incentive
, , without
affecting their participation. If in some iteration a user is not
engaged with the new reduced incentive, then he is offered the same
incentive for the next iteration as well, in order to confirm whether
non-participation depends on the randomness of (3) or is due to the

loow incentive offfered. In such a case, users that do not participaate
ffor two subsequ
uent times are marked as “Discovered” and in
ffollowing iteratio
on they are offeered the incentiv
ve by which theey
pparticipated the last time. Each initially non-paarticipating user is
ggiven an incentiv
ve increased by = 2 in order for the provider to
ggradually approach this user’s
ess continues un
ntil
, , . The proce
is
indeed
reached
and
the
e
user
is
marked
d
as
“Discovered
d”.
,,
H
However, if a user
u
does not participate when
n given the neew
inncentive, we keeep this incentive for next iteratio
on. If this user sttill
ddoes not participate for this iteraation, we increasse his incentive by
b
= 2 . Thereffore, under this approach, the provider observ
ves
ddynamically userrs’ response to DR incentives offered
o
until eacch
uuser is given rou
ughly the minimum amount of incentives that can
leead him to a hiigh participation
n probability. Th
hus, the algorith
hm
bboth ensures con
nsistently successsful DR events in the intermediaate
itterations and im
mproves graduallly the participation rate, until th
he
m
maximum particiipation is reached with the minim
mum total amou
unt
oof DR incentivess. Note that to maintain
m
consisten
ntly successful DR
D
eevents, we are mo
ore conservative in reducing an in
ncentive value th
hat
pproved to be effective than in incrreasing one that was
w not, for which
a larger step is em
mployed.

described in Table 1. A
At Step 3a, if a usser does not partiicipate in the
DR eveent, at the next iteration, he is offered the sam
me incentive
but suppposedly withh some otherr different
, , ,
recomm
mendation. If he does not still parrticipate for this iteration, he
is categgorised as non-participating and the new incentivve offered is
calculatted according too Step 3b. Otheerwise, we assuume that the
reason for his behaviouur is an inapproppriate recommenndation. The
same loogic is followed aat Step 3b.

44.2 DR usin
ng recommeendations

5.1 D
DR without recommend
dations

Inn this case, we consider DR programs,
p
for which
w
the provid
der
uutilises the consumption
c
profiles
p
stemming from load
ddisaggregation (th
he details of such
h an algorithm arre out of the scop
pe
oof our paper) and
a
offers recom
mmendations reegarding the loaad
ccurtailment or sh
hifting of speciffic appliances. The
T objective is to
innvestigate wheth
her the use of speecific recommen
ndations influencces
thhe participation rate of a DR program
p
and to what extent. We
W
eemploy again thrree such approach
hes that build on
n the same basis in
teerms of input daata, methodology
y followed and th
he objectives to be
b
sserved, as the approaches
a
introd
duced in Sectio
on 4.1 albeit wiith
m
minor differences. For this reaso
on, we only desccribe them brieflly,
hhighlighting theirr differences.

44.2.1 Approa
ach 1: DR with
h a single uniffied incentive
A
Again, as in Secction 4.1.1, we assume that thee provider has no
n
innformation abou
ut users’ particip
pation. The DR
R program applied
uuses a single inceentive that is unified for all userss
. Th
he
, =
ddifference lies in
n the fact that th
he provider can additionally offfer
recommendationss regarding thee actions of curtailment
c
and//or
sshifting of the load for speciffic appliances. We evaluate th
he
aapproach by meaans of independen
nt runs, where each run is mappeed
too a DR event.

5. EX
XPERIMEN
NTAL EVA
ALUATION
This seection presents our evaluation results. We asssume a set
= 60
0 users. ,
aare the subsets oof elastic and ineelastic users,
for eachh of which the pparameter
, , is drawn from the uniform
distribuution within thee range of 2,6 and 6,10 reesp. For the
decrem
ment a small vaalue of 0.1 is takeen, while the inccrement ′ is
taken = 2 . When eevaluating the vaarious approaches, we should
keep inn mind that userss’ behaviour in terms of particippation is not
fully pr
predictable and ddepends on the probability deffined in (3).
Therefoore, for all approoaches, we measuure the average pparticipation
rate forr each of several iterations over a set of multiple independent
runs off the experiment.
To expeerimentally evaluuate our approacches, we study thhree cases of
users’ partition in thee two categoriees, i.e. symmetrric partition,
metric partition with more elasstic users and asymmetric
asymm
partitionn with more innelastic users. F
For conciseness, we present
results for only one off the cases, nameely the asymmettric partition
more inelastic useers (75% of totaal users), as it iss considered
with m
more cchallenging to iddentify
, , ffor those users and achieve
higher pparticipation. Hoowever, the samee evaluation apprroach is used
for the other two casees and similar cconclusions applly. Figure 1
depicts the results of thhe two static Appproaches 1 and 2 resp. for a
broad rrange of values oof the economic scaling factor , for each of
which the average paarticipation from
m 35 independdent runs is
depicteed. We observe thhat in general thee lower the valuee and thus
the inittially offered inccentives the lesss the (average) pparticipation.
Note thhat despite the sttochastic modelliing of users’ parrticipation in
(3), thee average partiicipation rate iss monotonic ass intuitively
expecteed.

44.2.2 Approa
ach 2: DR usin
ng profiling in
nformation an
nd
ccommon incen
ntive
G
Given the profiiling information
n obtained by the demograph
hic
ccharacteristics off users, the provid
der applies DR program
p
and offeers
too all users of eacch category the average
a
incentivee as defined in (2
2),
bboth when usin
ng recommendattions and when
n not, aiming to
eexamine whetherr the introductio
on of such reco
ommendations has
h
ppositive impact on the overrall user particcipation and th
he
pparticipation in each type of users. Again the app
proach is evaluated
bby means of indep
pendent runs.

44.2.3 Approa
ach 3: Effectivve incentive alllocation using
g
llearning of cusstomised inceentives
T
The difference of
o this approach
h with the corresponding one of
S
Section 4.1.3 liess in the fact that the
t provider wish
hes to discover th
he
o
choice of
o recommendatio
on
, , of each user but also the optimal
too accompany thee DR message an
nd achieve the hiighest participatio
on
rate. The approacch is executed fo
ollowing the sam
me methodology as

Figuree 1. Approachess

& : Particip
pation for each value of .

ascendiing order of
, , , under both Approaches 3.1 and 3.2, the
algorithhm avoids seleccting at the beeginning the ineelastic users
requirinng a higher incenntive to participatte. In essence, inn this manner
the learrning algorithm aattempts to minim
mise the amount of money to
be spennt for incentivess at each givenn level of participation rate.
Thus, iin its successivee iterations, the algorithm produuces a set of
possiblee incentive alloccations that attainn different particcipation rates
with neearly the minimuum possible totaal amount of mooney for DR
incentivves. The provideer can decide on when to stop tryying to learn
the requ
quired incentives of more users ddepending on hiis objectives
for partticipation rate annd/or total moneyy to be spent.
Figure 2. Approach
A
3.1, for

= . and 35
3 iterations

Figure 3. Approach
A
3.2 forr

= .

and 35
3 iterations

T
The use of profilling information in Approach 2 in
i general leads to
hhigher levels off participation than
t
for Approaach 1. Somewh
hat
ssurprisingly thou
ugh this does not
n apply for lo
ow values of th
he
ffactor , for which
w
Approach
h 1 attains a higher averag
ge
pparticipation. Thiis can be attributted to the fact th
hat by offering th
he
ssame incentives to all users, Ap
pproach 1 succeeds in inciting all
a
eelastic users. App
proach 2 offers different
d
incentiv
ves per category of
uusers. Hence, fo
or low values off , these incentiives may be low
wer
thhan most users' thresholds, thu
us resulting in lo
ower participatio
on
pprobability for Approach
A
2. Ad
dditional eviden
nce for the abov
ve
ccomparisons of participation
p
undeer Approaches 1 and 2 is provideed
bby also observ
ving the assocciated confiden
nce intervals, all
a
cconstituting a sm
mall portion of th
he respective aveerage participatio
on;
ssee Figure 1.
F
For the dynamicc Approach 3, we examine and
a
compare bo
oth
ppossible ways off its implementattion, i.e. as extension of the stattic
A
Approaches 1 an
nd 2. Thus, for both Approachees 3.1 and 3.2 we
w
ssimulate 30 indep
pendent runs, wiith 35 iterations each for = 1..1.
F
Figure 2 and Fig
gure 3 indicate th
hat both variatio
ons of Approach
h3
cconverge to high
h average particip
pation; Approach
h 3.2 achieves th
he
hhighest possible participation
p
(100
0%). The confideence intervals vaary
w
with the approacch and the iteraation but in gen
neral are relativeely
ssmall. In additio
on, users are beeing discovered gradually as th
he
aalgorithm converrges. Actually, Approach
A
3.1 doees not discover all
a
uusers in contrast to Approach 3.2
2. However, the key
k difference liies
inn the total amount of money spent. For attaining a specific numb
ber
oof participating users,
u
Approach 3.2, which emp
ploys classificatio
on
inn setting the inittial incentives, utilises
u
less mon
ney than Approach
33.1. This can be justified by thee fact that the in
nitial incentive per
p
ccategory of userss in Approach 3.2
3 is closer to
he
, , ; hence th
pparticipating userrs are offered from
m the start incen
ntives that are mo
ore
liikely to be both effective and cllose to their real values of
,, .
T
Therefore, it is reeally beneficial for
f the provider to utilize profilin
ng
innformation undeer Approach 3, en
nabling him to offfer an appropriaate
innitial incentive per category. In
I addition, by sorting users in

5.2 D
DR using recommendattions
In this case, users arre again considdered to be asyymmetrically
distribuuted with 75% of them being inelastic. For thhe two first
approacches we perform
m again simulatiions of 35 indeppendent runs
for a brroad range of vallues of the econoomic scaling facttor . Figure
4 reveaals that with the use of recommeendations too whhen the value
of inncreases the aveerage participatioon raises similarrly as in the
results of Section 5.1.. In the presentt case, the use of profiling
informaation in Approaach 2 leads to loower levels of pparticipation
comparred to the Appproach 1. We oobserve that thhe stochastic
modelliing in (3) resultss in smaller connfidence intervalss. Regarding
Approaach 3, we have ruun a set of 30 inddependent runs eeach with 35
iterationns for each run for = 1.1 annd for both variaations of the
approacch. Figure 5 andd Figure 6 indicaate that the algorrithm, either
as Appproach 3.1 or 3.22 converges reallly fast and thus reaches in a
few iterrations a very higgh average particcipation. It is noteeworthy that
Approaach 3.2 results inn discovering alm
most all users ass opposed to
Approaach 3.1. Similarlly to the outcom
mes described in Section 5.1,
the usee of the profilinng information pplays a key rolee also when
combinned with the usee of recommendaations, since it rresults in the
extractiion of more deetailed and acccurate knowledgge of users’
threshoold and in a fasterr manner.

Figuree 4. Approachess

& : Particip
pation for each value of .

F
Figure 5. Approaach 3.1 for

= .

and 35 iterrations

Figure 6. Approach
A
3.2 forr

= .

and 35
3 iterations
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We observe here as well the tradee-off between thee participation raate
aand the total money
m
spent for this level of participation wiith
A
Approach 3.2 ultimately
u
requirring a smaller total amount for
f
inncentives than 3.1.
3 Again, the appropriate
a
selecttion rests with th
he
pprovider given his objectives. Forr example, assum
me that the provid
der
w
wishes to achievee participation on
nly 58 out of 60 users, so he seeks
too select the DR program that req
quires the least money.
m
In generaal,
w
we observe that both Approaches 3.1 and 3.2, either without or
w
when using reco
ommendations caan fulfil the pro
ovider’s objectiv
ve.
H
However, Appro
oach 3.2 outpeerforms Approaach 3.1 in bo
oth
sscenarios of appllied DR with reg
gard to the total amount of money
sspent. Thus, the provider
p
should choose
c
to implem
ment Approach 3..2.
Inn a practical case, the provider should estimatee the value of th
he
pparameter in equation
e
(3) forr DR programs with and witho
out
recommendationss respectively, and
a assess wheth
her the DR budg
get
reduction when he
h uses recomm
mendations is wo
orth the addition
nal
ccost for deriving them.
t

66. CONCLU
UDING REMARKS
Inn this paper, wee have introduceed and evaluated
d three approach
hes
(ttwo static ones and a learning
g approach) thatt help the energ
gy
pprovider perform
m DR effectively
y exploiting infformation that are
a
aavailable from prrofiling and/or result from load disaggregation. In
pparticular, the leaarning approach is applied in successive DR even
nts
aand aims to exp
plore and at the same time exp
ploit the minimu
um
aacceptable incenttives that motivaate each user to participate in DR.
O
Our study focussed on two bassic types of inccentive-based DR
D
pprograms offered
d to residential en
nvironments; nam
mely, critical peak
rebate DR programs with and withou
ut accompanyin
ng
recommendationss regarding the curtailment
c
or sh
hifting of the load
oof specific appliaances. We have assumed two caategories of userrs,
nnamely elastic an
nd inelastic. We have investigateed different userrs’
ddistributions bettween the two categories, bu
ut due to spaace
liimitations we have
h
presented in
i detail the ressults for only on
ne
ddistribution; the conclusions
c
for other
o
distribution
ns are similar. Our
O
ssimulations reveaal interesting inssights on the im
mpact of the use of
pprofiling informaation on users’ paarticipation in DR
R programs and on
o
thhe effective alloccation of provideer’s budget for DR
R incentives.
Inn particular, in the
t case of the static
s
Approachees 1 and 2, it turrns
oout that using profiling informatiion to offer custtomized incentiv
ves
pper category of users
u
is beneficiall except if the in
nitial incentives are
a
rather low. This implies that, in a practical case, if the budget for
f
D
DR incentives offfered to a specific set of users is relatively low
w,
thhen a unified DR incentive should be offeered to all userrs.
M
Moreover, Appro
oach 3 employs a learning algo
orithm in order to
ddiscover the miniimum acceptablee incentive for eaach user. After th
he
ffirst two iteratio
ons, and by staarting with those users that are
a
ccharacterised by the lowest incen
ntives accepted so
s far, the learnin
ng
aalgorithm explores and discoverss the lowest accceptable incentiv
ves

for ann increasing suubset of the uusers until thee maximum
particippation is attainedd. Thus, after a few iterations, in each DR
event thhe algorithm attaains a DR particcipation rate by ddedicating in
DR inccentives nearly thhe minimum of tthe correspondinng amount of
money required for achhieving this rate. The specific DR
R program to
be appllied in subsequeent events depennds on the DR pparticipation
rate thaat the provider aiims to achieve aand on the amouunt of money
he wishhes to spend for tthis purpose. Thuus, this selectionn depends on
the signnificance for thee provider of the participation oof additional
users inn conjunction witth the total incenntives to be offereed, given the
provideer's objectives oon the load to bbe curtailed andd operational
constraaints, if any. Onee should keep in mind, though, thhat applying
DR by using Approachh 3.2 and recom
mmendations leaads to better
Also, that for
results concerning the ttotal amount of money spent. A
the staatic Approaches 1 and 2, the provider’s buddget plays a
significcant role on userrs’ participation,, since in generaal the higher
the valuue of incentivess offered the higgher the participaation. Under
Approaach 3, in all casees considered forr the mix of users (elastic vs.
inelastic) and the valuee of , the partticipation raises in each DR
event (iiteration). Also, for all cases of uuser mix, the inttroduction of
specificc recommendatioons in the DR pprograms (made possible by
means of using proofiling informattion) leads to noticeable
improvvement of the cconvergence ratte of the algoriithm to the
maximuum participationn. This should havve been reasonabbly expected
becausee we have asssumed that thhe maximum pparticipation
probabiility
in equattion (3) is highher for DR proograms with
recomm
mendations. Connsequently, the ttotal money thatt is spent in
each rrun of a DR program is leess in the case of using
recomm
mendations, and especially whenn employing Appproach 3.2. It
should also be noted tthat the introducction of parameeter γ in our
ur algorithm.
model offers an intereesting new posssible use of our
Indeed,, by employingg different valuues of γ close to real life
conditioons, the algorithm
m can serve as a tool for assessinng the impact
on the improvement of participation aand of the trade-offs arising
This can be conssidered as an
when reecommendationss are provided. T
interestting direction off future work bassed on the results stemming
from reeal-life trials, suuch as those condducted in the coontext of the
WATT
TALYST project [1], through whiich the provider can appraise
er and to whatt extent the pprovision of moore specific
whether
recomm
mendations leadss to higher particiipation of users iin DR.
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